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Nelson Tractor Company
Begun by Cecil Nelson in 1949, Nelson Tractor Co.
has been family owned and operated now for three
generations, passing from Cecil to W.C. Nelson, and
now to Will Nelson. Will is currently a member of
the board of directors for the Southern Equipment
Dealers Association (SEDA), which serves dealers
in Georgia, Florida, and Alabama. In addition, Will is
the chairman of the Georgia legislative committee
of SEDA. Nelson Tractor Co. recently had an open
house for their new store in Blairesville, Georgia.

Visit their website: www.nelsontractorco.com

Top 10 Technologies
for Future Farming
Predicting the future can be fun, but divining the course
of technology is not always easy. Certain ideas appear
destined to come to market, but others that seem less likely
can actually take hold. In Farm Industry News, Willie Bogt
and Jodie Wehrspann list the top trending technologies that
could impact your business in the next 10 years. Watch for
these tools and innovations that may become commonplace
sooner than you think.
1. Wearable computers Access key tools – camera, video,
even internet – without pulling your smart phone out of your
pocket. Samsung has launched a watch tool as an interface
to the phone, so you can answer from your wrist. Apple is
rumored to be rolling out some kind of wrist product later
this year. Google’s Android operating system is working on
a new version called Android Wear.
continued on page 3
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Could Compliance Issues
Derail Your Fortune?
Every employer, no matter what size, has to
deal with human resource issues, regulations,
and employment law changes. Contact your
local marketing representative to learn how
Federated Insurance can help you surround
compliance issues related to state, federal,
I-9, and other regulations.
Visit www.federatedinsurance.com to find a
representative near you.

*Not licensed in the states of NH, NJ, RI, and VT.

© 2014 Federated Mutual Insurance Company
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“TOP TEN TECHNOLOGIES”, continued from page 1

2. Next-wave ISOBUS ISO 11783 is a
communications protocol for farm equipment
designed to ensure the electronics systems
onboard will work with all brands, using a
common language. Not all equipment complies
with this standard, but the equipment that does
is called ISOBUScertified, a label to look for when
buying equipment to take advantage of the new
and future functions.
3. Electric motors In five years, electric drives
will be ubiquitous on implements, and you’ll
be glad you have them. Small electric motors,
powered by a battery or alternator on the tractor or
implement, will control most functions formerly
operated mechanically or hydraulically.
4. High-Voltage Tractors are power units in
the field, pulling implements and also providing
hydraulic or PTO power to them. In Europe, they’re
looking at on-tractor generation equipment that
creates electric power to drive implements.
5. Sensors in agriculture The rising use
of sensors in ag offers greater precision and
potentially greater safety. Today, the most well
known sensors are soil moisture sensors being
deployed by irrigation companies, but there’s
more ahead.
6. Predictive down pressure Down pressure
systems keep implements level when there are
changes in soils or terrain. But what if you could
sense those changes ahead of time and apply just

the right amount of force on the frame before the
next seed is planted or ground is tilled?
7. Unmanned aerial systems A UAS can take
pictures good enough to aid in input-buying
decisions. The data it provides can help confirm
high-and-low yielding areas so you can identify
stressors that may account for those variances.
Aerial imaging can aid in finding wet spots in
fields, elevations and nitrogen deficiencies using
infrared images. Soon, farmers will be able to
zoom in and identify insects, weeds or rusty spots
threatening yields.
8. Autonomous systems Robots, which can
work around the clock, are one option to producing
more grain with a limited farm labor pool. At least
half a dozen companies plan to market a robot in
2015.
9. 3-D printing Rapid Prototype Engineering
helps engineers create new machines faster by
allowing more iterations of spec parts than is
possible with older, more conventional means.
10. Your own cloud? Open Ag Data Alliance
is working to help farmers create ways to both
easily pass information back and forth between
suppliers, and retain ownership of the core data.
Farmers can use a cloud-based system for storing
their own data files or create a data cooperative
with colleagues.
Source: Guidelines to Profit May 2014

For BUSINESS FORMS & SUPPLIES
CONTACT YOUR ASSOCIATION’S OFFICE FIRST
CALL FOR A QUOTE
Top Quality & Competitively Priced

866 - 611 - 5400
INVOICES
STATEMENTS
CHECKS
WORK ORDERS
counter tickets

laserforms
equipment tags
envelopes
t-shirts & hats
Calendars

Business Cards
Pens & Mugs
Key CHains
Magnets
& MUCH MORE!
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2014 SUMMER CONFERENCE
ANOTHER SELL OUT
The Associations block of sleeping at the Sandestin Hilton were sold out well in advance of the Southern and Deep South’s
Joint Annual Summer Conference. This is the second year that this has happened. We are please that people are attending
and enjoying themselves.
We had expected the Hilton to show off its renovation since we were there a year ago and they did. The lobby, main
restaurant, and lounge had undergone a complete make over. Most of the sleeping rooms had been refurbished and a
valet practically covered parking lot had been added. Much of the convention space had been changed as well. It was all
for the good.
Some of the Association’s programs were tweaked, but no major changes were changed from last year. We did sport a few
new touches to the program.
Because of weather conditions, the Sunday night Welcome Reception was moved indoors to a cozy room, but it turned out
to be good with no wind, no sand, temperature control, etc. Not a bad option to our customary pool side gathering.
Monday-of course fishing and golf was scheduled. With a record number of men, ladies, teens, and children signed up to
go, the Captain told the group who were anxiously waiting, that the weather was just too uncertain and that all would have
to wait until next year to go out. Over the many years of our charted fishing trip with the same reliable company, it would
have been a mistake to go out and risk trouble on the sea.
Now golf is quite another story. Sure the golfers played. They knew that if rain or really bad weather threatened, they were
close to shelter and safety. So they played, and it worked out that the overcast skies actually were welcomed as it remained
relatively cool for their 18 hole scramble. Tournament winners were announced at the Banquet. The winners included: Billy
Adams (President, CAE of Southern Equipment Dealers Association), Lester Killebrew (Board Director of SEDA), Milton
Noland (Board Director of SEDA), and Garrett Pepper (Federated Insurance).
The Tuesday morning General Session, with interesting topics and speakers, provided information useful to all in attendance.
The topics and speakers included:
“Risk Management: Are You Lucky or Good?” - Garrett Pepper
“Compliance That Affects Your Dealership: New Rules for OSHA, EPA, DOT & HR” - Craig Downey
“Long-Term Health Care: Where & How Will You Be Cared For?” - Gary Simmons
The Reception and Banquet Tuesday night brought the group back together for an evening of activity and enjoyment.
It never hurts to have music for dancing or just easy listening. The duo Monday night and Trio at the Banquet was just right.
Of course we had the added and featured singers Milton Noland and Andrea Kuracka. What talent!
It has been said that the Associations spend a lot of time planning and holding dealer meetings and this is absolutely true.
One important reason that this is true is that it brings people together and that is essential for you and your business.
Not only does it bring us together, we learn. We learn from those who sell the same product and brand. We also learn
from those who sell a different line. We learn that there are still ways to improve our lot-in-life, and it sure beats having to
experience every bad situation ourselves when we can learn from others what to do and what not to do.
We extend many thanks to the dealers, their families and friends of the industry who attend and continue to support the
Associations’ meetings.
Don’t miss the 2015 Joint Annual Summer Conference scheduled for July 19-22 at the Hilton Sandestin, Destin, Florida.
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CUSTOM MARKETING

Fastline provides

a full line of custom marketing solutions
for companies that want to reach the
American farmer & rancher.
We customize a marketing plan that's right for you based on your needs. Fastline
offers a full line of products designed to successfully market your business.
s 0RINTED #ATALOGS
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s /NLINE "ANNERS  "UTTONS
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To develop a custom marketing plan
designed just for you, contact your local
sales and marketing representative.

800-626-6409
Fastline.com

EQUIPMENT. FOUND. FAST.
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Dealers Continue to Consolidate;
Biggest Dealers Pursue Diversification
The trend toward fewer North
American dealership groups in the
farm equipment business continued
at a robust pace during the past 12
months, though it may not be readily
obvious by only looking at the raw
numbers. At the same time, many of
the biggest of the “bigs” continued
to pursue their expansion plans by
moving into different industries and
other countries.
The one consistent factor in
tracking Ag equipment dealer consolidation trends is that it is a continuously moving target. For example, Titan Machinery recently
announced that it was closing and/
or consolidating seven construction equipment dealerships and one
farm equipment dealership. Due to
deadline constraints, those were not
factored into this report, but will
be when the final report is released
to Ag Equipment Intelligence subscribers within the next two weeks.
A year ago, Ag Equipment Intelligence working with Currie
Management Consultants’ executive partner George Russell, determined there were 184 dealer groups
operating five or more separate ag
equipment locations. Most of these
dealers operate more actual locations, but those selling primarily
construction equipment, outdoor
power equipment or consumer
equipment are not included in this
group. In cases where the dealer
group has also established a separate headquarters facility, these are
also no included.
Using this criteria, this year it
was determined that the number of
“Big Dealer” ownership groups declined to 179. This occurred because
three dealers closed and/or consoli-

dated one location each which took
them off the list. In other cases, several big dealer groups acquired or
merged with another big dealer that
were listed separately last year.
This was the case with at least six
John Deere dealer groups: Ag-Pro
acquired Greensouth (14 stores);
Martin Sullivan bought Kleine
Equipment (six stores); Greenway
acquired Producer’s Tractor (six
stores); P&K Equipment Power
bought Heartland Farm & Lawn
(five stores).
Diversification Trends. In addition to the ongoing merger and
acquisition activities that have become “normal” for the industry,
some of the biggest farm equipment
dealers are expanding by moving
into other industrial segments and,
in some cases, outside the U.S. and
Canada.
“Given the current hot topic of
brand purity, think about what these
large expanding dealers have done.
Many are expanding into other
businesses instead of expanding
with their main brand,” says Russell. “Whether or not this is because
the OEM has limited growth of
these dealers, diversifying into another industry or region is an option
to consider for dealers who may be
limited by growth in their current
brand footprint.”
Some examples of big dealerships that have looked at other
industrial segments or regions of
the world to maintain their expansion plans include Titan Machinery with 16 European dealerships
in Bulgaria, Romania, Serbia and
Ukraine. Cervus Equipment, based
in Canada, has expanded into truck
and forklift trucks, as well as JCB

construction equipment, and acquired 15 Deere dealerships in New
Zealand and Australia.
In at least one case, a traditionally non-ag dealer group moved into
the farm equipment segment. Pape
Machinery, a largely construction
equipment business in the northwest
region of the U.S. with 70 locations,
has moved into the ag equipment
business big time. In 2009, Pape
did not own any John Deere farm
machinery locations. Less than two
years ago, the company began to
acquire Deere ag stores and now
has 16 locations.
Shortline Challenges. While the
major full line equipment manufacturers continue to urge their dealers
to consolidate, an offshoot of this
move is to leave specialty equipment makers struggling to find
enough quality dealers. In a special
report that appears in the April/May
issue of Farm Equipment, shortline
manufacturers examine alternative
distribution methods for machinery.
These manufacturers prefer to
work with traditional farm equipment dealers. But with the ongoing
consolidation trend, coupled with
the major OEMs push for dealer
purity, the shrinking pool of retailers available to carry their products
is limited.
As an executive of one of the
equipment makers put it, “There are
quite a few options for distributing
our equipment. But I want to emphasize that the preferred method of
selling capital-intensive equipment
is though mainline equipment dealers.”
Source: Ag Equipment Intelligence/April 2014
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It’s our business to know the retirement plan needs of your equipment
dealership. With over 45 years of experience providing retirement plan
services, Sentry offers the expertise and financial strength you need,
when you need it.
We offer:

Exclusively endorsed by

for business retirement plans

• A customized plan design for your equipment dealership
• Plan administration and record-keeping services
9H SLIC O.eps

• Participant investment advice and management services
Reversed Service Mark w/Black ®

Reversed Service Mark w/Sentry Blue ®

• Friendly and knowledgeable staff dedicated
to serving you
1"
and your employees
With Sentry, you’ll spend less time worrying about your retirement plan
and more time focusing on your equipment dealership. And that’s
good business.
1-888-847-2338, Option 4 • www.sentry.com/SEDA
Paid endorsement.

7/8"

Individual life insurance, annuities, pensions and group products are issued and administered by Sentry Life Insurance Company, Stevens Point, WI. Policies, coverages, benefits
and discounts are not available in New York and in select other states. See policy for complete coverage details. The information contained in this fact sheet is for illustrative
purposes only and is not an indication of future composition or performance. For a complete explanation of premiums after the guarantee period, refer to the policy illustration.
840-916

676546 08/13/13
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USDA Tracks AG Exports to Mexico
The past five years have seen record agricultural exports, and expanding market opportunities
for U.S. exports is vital to the continued success
of American farmers, ranchers and agribusinesses, according to Bruce Blanton, director of
the transportation services division with the U.S.
Department of Agriculture’s Agricultural Marketing Service (AMS).
Mexico is one of the largest recipients of U.S.
agricultural exports, averaging 22.2 million metric
tons of U.S. grains, oilseeds and related products
per year from 2008 to 2012 at an average annual
value of $7.3 billion. This continued trade growth
has prompted interest in how these products are
transported throughout Mexico, Blanton noted.
In the past, there were no readily available public data showing the entry points of U.S. agricultural exports into Mexico, modes of transportation
or how products were used at their final destination, but AMS recently partnered with Texas A&M
AgriLife Research and Transportation Institute
scientists to track those exports in Mexico.

They issued a report on their findings, titled
“Tracking U.S. Grain, Oilseed & Related Product
Exports in Mexico,” that allows agribusinesses to
see where products are going. “Answering the
question of how American agricultural products
are transported to market is important,” Blanton
noted.
AMS
has been gathering agricultural
transportation data for decades and produces
a wide array of publication, including “Study of
Rural Transportation Issues,” which is currently
being up0dated. The publications include ongoing research and analysis that allow researchers,
growers, distributors and exporters to determine
trends, calculate projections and make informed
decisions.
Many of the data, including prices, deliveries,
movements, sales and freight rates, are available through market reports, such as the weekly
“Grain Transportation Report.”
Source: Feedstuffs (The weekly newspaper for
Agribusiness) May 2014

SEDA Board of Directors
Spring Board Meeting
The SEDA Board of Directors held their spring meeting on Friday and Saturday, May 16 & 17,
2014 at Callaway Gardens. The Executive and Finance Committee Meetings also held meetings
on Friday prior to the Board Meetings.
During these meetings, the Board reviewed the Associations missions, the Affiliates relationships
with the North American Equipment Dealers Association, the recent survey regarding Annual
Meetings, membership development, the Association finance position, and how best to serve
dealer members.
The Directors are listed on the back page of Dealers Choice. The Directors are always appreciative
of the dealer comments and suggestions as to how the Association can be of service to them.
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OSHA Issues Guidance on Temporary
Worker Injury Documentation
OSHA regulation requires
dealers to document when your
own employee is injured on the
job, but what happens if your
temporary worker is injured?
When you employ a temporary
worker, both the staffing agency
that supplies them, and you, the
host employer, are responsible
for them.
How does this play into
recording temporary worker
injuries? To clarify this situation,
OSHA has issued guidance
on who is responsible for
documenting temporary worker
injuries. In regards to injury and
illness record keeping, OSHA
states that injuries and illnesses
should be recorded in only one
employer’s OSHA 300 log, most

often the host employers’ log.
The role of who is responsible
for recordkeeping is largely
determined by who is supervising
the
temporary
employee.
Employers must record any
injuries and illness of any
employee that they supervise on
a day-to-day basis. OSHA states
that supervising is defined as
“the details, means, methods,
and processes by which the
work is to be accomplished.”
This means that the employer
who controls the conditions that
present potential hazards and
directs the actions surrounding
those hazards is the supervisor
responsible for logging injuries
and illnesses, which is most
often the host employer.

6-4
Dale Hendrix
Savannah, GA
6-5
Bruce Singletary	Thomasville, GA
6-5
Wendy Burns	
Springfield, GA
6-6	Lester Killebrew	Abbeville, AL
6-7
David McKeeman
Bartow, FL
6-14
Bo DeMott	Moultrie, GA
6-20	Timothy Cahill
6-20	Phillip Blanchard	
Waynesboro, GA
6-23
Gene Marshall	Pinehurst, GA
7-4	Matt England	
Winder, GA
7-11
Jim Moore
Kissimmee, FL
7-17
Donnis Kichler	Robertsdale, AL
7-20
Will Nelson
BlairSville, GA
7-22	Thomas White	Cornelia, GA
7-24
J.H. Bowman
Henagar, AL
7-25	Larry Lindsay	Tuscumbia, AL
7-28	Mark Easterwood	Rome, GA
7-30
J. T. Hingson, Jr.	Live Oak, FL

Additionally, OSHA also
requires that information about
temporary injuries and illnesses
must be shared between the
host employer and temporary
worker’s staffing agency. This
communication should focus
upon eliminating work place
hazards and supplying training
to prevent future injuries.
To learn more about OSHA’s
temporary worker injury and
illness reporting guidance, visit
https://www.osha.gov/tem_
workers/OSHA_TWI_Bulletin.
pdf.
Do you have further questions
about maintaining OSHA 300
logs? Contact your KPA engineer
or info@kpaonline.com.

7-31	Tommy McKinney
Swainsboro, GA
8-02	Charles Fields, Jr.
Winter Haven, FL
8-04	Ed Allen, Jr.	Centre, AL
8-04
Jeff McDonald	Albertville, AL
8-06	Nancy Garlanger	Oviedo, FL	
8-10
Hershell Little	Clanton, AL
8-12
Bob Rodriguez	Riverview, FL
8-12
John Hayes	
Hazlehurst, GA
8-12	Mike Kernea	Rossville, GA
8-14
Stanley Goss	
Jasper, GA
8-18	Mark H. Creel	Ft. Myers, FL
8-21
Wade Palmer
Washington, GA
8-21	Loretta Miles	
Baxley, GA
8-21
Donny Sanders	MS
8-24
Jones Huff
Dothan, AL
8-27
John Bridges, Sr.
Brinson, GA
8-29
Hinton (Bo) James	
Winter Haven, FL
8-29
Bill Mason, Jr.
Blue Ridge, GA
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Farming Footprint Dwindling
Across the U.S. landscape, there are fewer
farmers operating a smaller number of farms
on a lesser amount of land than five years prior,
according to the final results of the 2012 “Census
of Agriculture” released May 2 by the U.S.
Department of Agriculture.
“Once every five years, farmers, ranchers and
growers have the unique opportunity to let the
world know how U.S. agriculture is changing,
what is staying the same, what’s working and what
we can do differently,” said Dr. Cynthia Clark, the
retiring head of USDA’s National Agricultural
Statistics Service, which administered the
survey.
In fact, according to the final results, there are
now 3.2 million U.S. farmers operating 2.1 million
farms—which is defined as any place from which
$1000 or more worth of agricultural products
were produced and sold—on 914.5 million acres
of farmland.
The grand total means the footprint of the
agriculture industry has shrunk by 95,489 farms
that are farmed by 101,460 fewer operators or 3.1%
less. However, the actual land in farms declined
by only 7.57 million acres, or 0.8%.
The average size of a U.S. farm is 434 acres, an
increase of 16 acres from 2007. Texas remained
the state with the most farms, at 248,809, which
actually was an increase of 1.372 farms since the
2007 census.
In 2012, 173.1 million acres were farmed
with conservation tillage or no-till practices.
In addition, 13.2 million acres wre utilized as
conservation easements, and 10.3 million acres
were cover crops.
Renewable energy production increased in
2012, with the systems on 57,299 U.S. farms and
ranches. More than 10,181 farms leased wind
rights to others, and 9.054 operations had wind
turbines on the farm. Moreover, 537 operations
had methaned digesters.
Unlike past census reports for agriculture, the
2012 census year was abnormal because drought
conditions blanketed the major crop-growing

areas of the U.S., which fueled record-high prices
for corn and soybeans and aggressive reductions
in the size of livestock operations, especially for
beef operations.
As a result, agricultural sales and expenses both
smashed record highs in 2012. On the whole, U.S.
producers spend $328.9 billion to produce $394.6
billion worth of agricultural products. Moreover,
the net cash farm income for 2012 was $92.3
billion, a 23.7% jump from 2007. Breaking down
the data further, the value of crops sold equaled
$212.4 billion, up 47.8% from 2007, and the value
of livestock sold totaled $182.2 billion, up 18.7%.
Farms or ranches engaged in organic production
in 2012 totaled 16,525 and sold $3.1 billion worth
of products. Additionally, farms selling directly
to consumers climbed 5.6% to 144,530 and had
sales of $1.3 billion.
Following previous census trends, California
led the nation with nearly $42.6 billion in sales
in 2012; rounding out the top five states, Iowa
had $30.8 billion in sales, Texas had $25.4 billion,
Nebraska had $23.1 billion and Minnesota had
$21.3 billion.
Beef cattle operations remained the largest
individual segment of agriculture, with 619,172
operations, or 29% of total U.S. farms/ranches.
However, a significant decline in operations—
along with the cattle and calf inventory—occurred
since the last census. Also, sales of cattle and
calves had the highest value among the livestock
segments.
For the first time, corn and soybeans captured
50% of all U.S. harvested acres, and they also
claimed the top two spots for the highest value of
sales for commodities.
Looking at production expenses, feed, nonbreeding livestock, fertilizer, labor and cash rent
were the top five expenses. Still, of the top 10
production expenses in 2012, the largest increases
in input costs from the 2007 census were for
seed (66%), chemicals (63%), cash rent (58.2%),
fertilizers (57.6%) and feed (54.2%).
Source: www.feedstuffs.com
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Southern Equipment Dealers Association
115 Park Place • Dublin, Georgia 31021
Ph (478) 272-5400 • Fax (478) 272-1015
Billy L. Adams, CAE
President/CEO

CHAIRMAN
Jerry Toomey
		 Toomey Equipment Co.
		 Theodore AL

(K)

VICE CHAIRMAN
Ricky Smith
		 Smith Tractor Co.
		 Jay, FL

(JD)

2nd VICE CHAIRMAN
Scott DeMott
		 DeMott Tractor Co.
		 Moultrie, GA

(C-IH/MF)

IMMEDIATE PAST CHAIRMAN
Larry Blackmon
		 SunSouth, LLC
		 Foley, AL

(JD)

NAEDA DIRECTOR
Milton Noland
		 H&R Agri-Power
		 Aliceville, AL

(C-IH/K)

DIRECTORS
Randy Anderson
		 Aimtrac
		 Cordele, GA

(C-IH)

Larry Cole
		 Cole’s Equipment Co.
		 Dalton, GA

(JD/K)

Lester Killebrew
		 SunSouth, LLC
		 Abbeville, AL
Ronnie Lott
		 Talladega Int’l Tractor Co.
		 Talladega, AL
Keith Marshall
		 Ag-Pro Companies
		 Thomasville, GA

(JD)

(C-IH/K)

(JD)

Dan Middleton
		 Baldwin Tractor & Equipment
		 Robertsdale, AL
Will Nelson, III
		 Nelson Tractor Co.
		 Blairsville, GA
Bob Rodriguez
		 George’s Mower Service
		 Riverview, FL

(K)

(JD/NH/K)

(OPE)

Affiliated With

North American Equipment
Dealers Association
Serving Farm, Industrial, and Outdoor Power Dealers

Sentry Insurance
Maintains A+ Rating
Sentry Insurance recently announced that A.M. Best, the industry’s rating authority, reaffirmed Sentry’s financial strength
with an “A+ Superior” rating for Sentry Insurance and all insurance subsidiaries. This is the 23rd consecutive year the Sentry
Insurance group achieved the superior rating.
A.M. Best’s rating is an independent opinion of an insurer’s
financial strength and the ability to meet its ongoing insurance
policy and contract obligations. It is based on a comprehensive
quantitative and qualitative evaluation of a company’s balance
sheet strength, operating performance and business profile.
It is a tribute to the dedication of Sentry associates with business philosophies that focus on consistently successful operations geared toward providing security to its policyholders.
Approximately 2 years ago (July 1, 2012), The Southern
Equipment Dealers Association proudly entered into a long
term agreement with Sentry Insurance to provide a complete
package of 401(K) and profit sharing retirement plan services
and investments to dealer members in Alabama, Florida and
Georgia.
If you have not taken the opportunity to work with Sentry,
we encourage you to contact your Association office at 478272-5400 or Sentry at 888.847.2338 for assistance. You may
also visit sentry.com to learn more about the company and
retirement plans. A free retirement plan review is available to
Association dealer members.

